Après Ski Activities in La Plagne
Eating Out
Our chalets are located in Plagne
1800, just a short distance away from
the resort centre of La Plagne where
there are many dining options for you
to choose from. If you are looking to
eat out in Plagne 1800 itself there are
also some restaurants at this altitude.
Typical cuisine is traditional Sovoyard
food but you won’t struggle to find
other options such as pizza, pasta and
burgers!

Le Petit Chaperon Rouge (1800)

Le Loup Blanc

La Cantine

Nightlife
Plagne 1800 is a satellite resort with
a quiet nightlife. Despite this, the free
shuttle buses allow easy access into La
Plagne centre where there are plenty
of bars- perfect for a well-earned
après ski drink often with live music
performances.

Scotty’s Bar

Bar La Mine
More info over >
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Leisure
La Plagne has a great reputation having a wide range of activities and
children’s snow zones on offer making it a firm family favourite. A
popular activity in La Plagne is the international standard bobsleigh
track which is open to the public and is a real experience. If
you fancy a trip into the newly renovated village centre where
there is a bowling alley, natural ice-skating rink, bars and mining
exhibition room this is accessible by the free shuttle service. Other
leisurely activities include the cinema, sports centre, tabogganing,
snowshoeing, snowmobiling, paragliding and even a ski taxi up the
mountain if you are unable to ski. If you are looking for something
a little more relaxing, why not take a trip to the new Deep Nature
Spa and Swimming Pool in Belle Plagne, or if you’d rather not leave
your chalet our partner Massage Me are able to bring the massage
to you!

La Plagne Village Square

Events
Throughout the season in La Plagne there are both weekly and
annual events occurring. Popular with many guests is the traditional
local market on a Thursday (in the valley town of Aime) and the
torchlit descents are also a huge hit over February half term. Over
the Christmas period there is lots going on and you can even meet
Father Christmas in resort! Other annual events include New Years
Fireworks, La Grande Odyssée Savoie (husky racing) and the Born
to Be Show.

La Grande Odyssée Savoie

For more events & activities please click here
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